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Across

1. where we went for our one year 

anniversary

7. the place where we ate on our date 

when we first got to HHI

9. what we are trying to be one day

10. your favorite place to get coffee

11. you are extremely

13. the place where we first grew closer

14. the song that we played when we went 

night swimming with glow sticks

15. you will be my __ in the future

16. where i tried to kiss you multiple times

18. the scariest place we ever ate

20. an event i have been with you twice to. 

once as friends and once while dating

23. you wouldn't let me smell yours when 

we were first talking

24. your college

25. our favorite squad game on our phone

27. the game we played when we first met

29. you invited us to this and we barely 

talked and we swam

30. the game we were playing downstairs 

when i hit he lamp

33. our favorite thing to do on the couch

34. our anniversary

36. the restaurant where we have been the 

most on a date

37. the game we always played when we 

first started talking

38. i exposed you to this and now you can't 

get enough of it! #feast

40. where we ate lunch but never spoke

41. our first song

42. our favorite movie

Down

2. our favorite outdoor thing to do when 

we chill

3. our first big vacation was to here

4. we do this chore together most of the 

time

5. our first concert

6. where we had our first kiss

8. the most frustrating restaurant for us

12. our first movie

17. our favorite kind of cake

19. one of the first gifts i ever gave you

21. your favorite food

22. we saw her at pelican's snowball

26. our favorite way to communicate

28. where we saw oceans 8

31. my favorite food

32. i have given you tons of these

35. the name of our biggest plant (i hope i 

spelled it right)

39. we had a date on this and watched 

gerald's game


